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Ten De La Salle Revesby boys formed three teams and set out to The Sports Hall in Sydney 
Olympic Park on Thursday the 26th of May to participate in the prestigious CBSA Table Tennis 
Championships. The boys were lucky enough to umpire for the first round, giving them the 
opportunity to study their opponent’s strengths and weaknesses.  After this, all teams pulled out 
their beloved table tennis bats and were eager to demonstrate their skills and strategy in this 
world-class game. 
 

The Junior super star 
team consisted of Paul 
Sfeir, Nicholas Leontsinis 
and Bradman Houston, 
who all played extremely 
well. Despite the rocky 
start against the 
relentless Punchbowl 
team, they managed to 
lift their game and win all 
rounds against 
Cathedral, Marrickville 
and Rosebank taking 
home the Junior 
Championship Title for 
Revesby. 

 
The fearless intermediate 
team consisting of Brian 
Chen, Alex Nabaki and 
Matt McGlynn put up a 
strong front in the face of 
adversity. Although they 
only won two out of three 
games in the second and 
third rounds, they were 
undefeated against 
Lakemba and Marrickville 
in Rounds 4 and 5.  They 
then had three losses and 
three wins in the last two 
rounds against Rosebank 
and Penshurst. It was an 

outstanding effort by the boys who were awarded the Runners Up medallion. 

 
And then there was the dream 
team: Jason Jung, Anthony 
Nabaki, Chris Solway and 
Sam Melham. The boys knew 
from the outset that they 
would not be coming home 
empty handed. All members 
demonstrated excellence - 
they let nothing and no one 
stand in their way. Winning 16 
out of the 18 games played, 
the boys reclaimed their title 
as Senior Champions. 
Certainly, a well-deserved 
effort. 

 



Highlights of the day 
included the following: 
Jason Jung and Paul 
Sfeir were both 
awarded the Runners-
Up Medallions in each 
of their age groups. In 
the last game of the last 
round, Chris Solway 
managed to calmly and 
collectively conquer his 
opponent from 

Penshurst, 
notwithstanding the 
pressure from the ever-
present Jung watching 
his every move.  
 

 
      According to the boys,  

the best moment was 
walking into McDonald’s 
with pride, trophies 
glistening in their hands, 
to a well-deserved 
lunch. 
 
Overall, a high level of 
enthusiasm, motivation 
and sportsmanship was 
demonstrated by all 
players. Congratulations 
to the inspirational 
Junior and Senior teams 

on their win. 

 
Miss J Webb (Coach) 

 
The forecast rain failed to arrive but the opposition did, and looked like a challenge well before game 
time on a fine afternoon at Bill Delauney Reserve yesterday. There was both challenge and 
opportunity for the Revesby Juniors, with players out injured, some returning, and one on debut 
against a team who wanted to win (not to mention one player without gear; and another at the 
dentist).  This was the status at the start of the match against Casimir College Marrickville. With 
several players unavailable, the team was keen to start the match well. Not the first time this season, 
the boys took charge from the start of the game with a good try to Malachi Manoa who was back from 
injury. His strong defence and forceful running were a tremendous boost to the team. Mike Ellazar 
was also in fine form and he ran well with great service from Nathan Bishara and Jon Pengue near 
the ruck. Year 7 players Kai Bourke, Nicholas Nini and Jordan Kalifa also contributed well to the team 
effort. Aidan Davidson combined well with debutant, Alex Passerelli, who ran with great determination 
and scored a good first half try. Braiden Brito and Max Ferguson were both very strong in defence 
and attack and as a result, De La Salle were well in the lead and in little danger by half time. It was 
going to take a substantial team effort from Marrickville to make any impact. It simply wasn’t to be. 
Benjamin Pele and Jonathan Delinicolis made yards with every run and Klayton Kilpatrick played his 
best game of the season, solid in defence and dangerous in attack. Although it was a more open 
second half, which allowed for a more running game for both teams, it was a commanding 
performance from the whole team. The Juniors need to continue to work together and get the basics 
right as we prepare to face good quality opposition in the weeks to come. It was a fine afternoon 
indeed, especially to be wearing Red and Black! Revesby 48 d. Marrickville 4. Tries: M. Ellazar 2; B. 
Pele 2; M. Manoa; A. Passarelli; J. Williams; N. Bishara; J. Pengue. Goals: A. Davidson 4; M. Manoa; 
A. Passarelli 



 
If last weeks Intermediate Rugby League performance was a dish on Master Chef then George 
Calombaris would no doubt be describing it as one of the most delicious that he had tasted, so 
beautiful and clinical was our demolition job against Marrickville.  Although our opposition was not 
very good, we stuck to our game plan like Tarzan Grip and started piling on the tries thick, fast and 
early.  After a most impressive win two weeks back and a subsequent relatively lacklustre training 
session during last week’s bye, Coach Rouhliadeff was concerned that his boys’ heads would not be 
in the game, but to his delight, they won the mental challenge against themselves and further 
developed their attacking moves, whilst keeping the basics in order – ball control, line speed and 
committed defence in numbers.  A foreign yet welcome site could be seen on the sidelines as well this 
week… interchange players! Coach Rouhliadeff embarked on a comprehensive recruitment drive over 
the last fortnight and it paid dividends.   All of this led to a half-time score of Revesby – 32, 
Marrickville – 0.  Talk at half-time centred on extinguishing any potential comeback by our opponents, 
which we did when play resumed, keeping Marrickville within their 20-metre line at the conclusion of 
their sets several times.  Although we leaked the odd penalty, we piled on more points in the second 
half and ‘mercied’ the opposition after ten minutes with a score so big that it could be seen from the 
Moon base; the final score being Revesby – 52,  Marrickville – 0.  Although our discipline needs to 
improve at times, our structures are working for us and the team certainly has momentum leading into 
our final round game against Penshurst and then into the semis.  Best players were Michael Rizoglou, 
Anthony Pele and Jaiden Obeid, but special mention must go to John Sukkar, Blake Linnegar, Angelo 
Gauci, Blake Wylie and Aaron Karnold, who have all slotted seamlessly into the team in recent time.  
Tries were scored by John Sukkar, Tim Maier-Sotiropolous (3), Nelson Carey, Anthony Pele, Chris 
Rizoglou, Blake Wylie and Michael Rizoglou. 
 
When you consider the volume of rain we’ve had in the past days: the fact that this match took place 
is glorious sunshine was a welcome comfort. Still, it was the biggest challenge of the season so far for 
the Revesby Junior Rugby League team. This was my experience of the match against Marist 
College, Penshurst. We still had several players unavailable today, and the team was very keen to 
make an impression when the match began. For the first time this season the boys were on the 
defensive, basically from the start of the game. The penalty count was heavily against us but as a 
means of preparing for the weeks ahead, this made De La Salle work harder. It was going to take a 
substantial team effort to defeat very good quality opposition. Through good communication and great 
teamwork, there was little doubt of the result. It was great to observe these players working together, 
against tough opposition. 
Aidan Davidson: played particularly well when under pressure especially in controlling possession; 
John Pengue: was on form from the first whistle to the final siren. A great game all ‘round; 
Benjamin Pele: played as well for the entire match. One of our best! 
Nathan Bishara: made the team’s attack dangerous; and kept the Penshurst forwards contained in the 
ruck; 
Braiden Brito:  ran with purpose and defended like a first grader. Inspiring to his team-mates; 
Jack Williams: a focused and mature performance. Encouraged and supported the players in an 
exemplary display; 
Mike Ellazar:  has been our most consistently dangerous attacker all season; and was at his best in 
this match. The additional work he contributed in defence really counted today; 
Max Ferguson: one of the best games I’ve seen from a young player. Dominant in defence and 
powerful when in possession of the ball.  His best game of the season - so far; 
Klayton Kilpatrick: in top form from start to finish and looked dangerous every time he got the ball; 
Alex Passarelli: worked well at all stages of the game, when solid defence was needed; 
Nathaniel Pele: rock solid in defence and dangerous in attack;  
Jonathan Delinicolis: made an important contribution while on the field; 
Lachlan McAlpine: his first game back after a few weeks. Great in attack and defence;  
This team of young men has represented the College with good spirit on each occasion they have 
taken the field. Today they faced the substantial challenges that come when everything doesn’t go as 
planned. They banded together and worked hard to achieve results and celebrated their efforts at the 
end of the match. Today, as always, Mr Carpenter was pleased to be their Coach. DLS Revesby  36 
Max Ferguson 2; Lachlan McAlpine 2; Mike Ellazar 2; Benjamin Pele tries. Goal: Lachlan McAlpine 3; 
Aidan Davidson 1 defeated Marist College 0. 
 
In a rivalry that is older that Great Grandpa’s Spencer, Revesby’s Intermediate team faced Penshurst 
in the final round of the regular Rugby League season.  Although our opposition has recently 



flattered us with the adoption of jerseys with a somewhat familiar red and black theme and it was a 
little hard to tell the two teams apart at first, the referee’s whistle soon laid the distinction between the 
two teams more bare than Old Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard, once our skill and toughness-sets were 
on show.  Revesby scored two relatively quick tries to lead 10-0 after 10 minutes, before a bit of an 
arm wrestle ensued.  It was towards the end of this period that Revesby’s so far impressive discipline, 
blinked twice in defence, giving Penshurst two try-scoring opportunities and resulting in both teams 
being locked up 10-all at the break.  The always-Zen-calm Coach Rouhliadeff was philosophical at the 
break, happy with the team’s performance and sprouting the positives, yet the tone of Captain Tim 
Maier-Sotiropolous’ speech, which followed, was somewhat different.  After blasting his troops for a 
lack of hunger and challenging their passion leading into the second half of this game and the semis, 
he hit a nerve with the team who went on to score 38 unanswered points through grit, smart attacking 
plays as well as disciplined and desperate defence.  This impressive step-up led to a final score of 
Revesby – 48, Penshurst – 10.  Our discipline on the day was arguably better than it has been all 
season and our basics, along with an attacking style more beautiful than the Great Barrier Reef, led to 
a pleasing win against an old enemy.  A more important consideration, however, is how successfully 
our style carries us through next week’s semi final against likely opponents, Lakemba, and hopefully, 
beyond.  Coach Rouhliadeff is confident that the boys will piece one or two performances that the 
boys can be proud of in the near future.  A special team all round did its thing brilliantly today but the 
ever more difficult to pick best players were: Jaiden Obeid, our vice-captain and halfback whose 
kicking game, passing game and last play options were smart and structured; Matthew Borg, whose 
return from injury at lock-forward injected a healthy dose of energy, skill and leadership to the team; 
and Blake Linnegar for setting us on track early with the team’s first two tries.  Try scorers were Blake 
Linnegar (2), Matthew Borg (2), Jaiden Obeid (2), Michael Rizoglou, Nelson Carey and Tim Maier-
Sotiropolous.  Special mention must also be made of Camille Slieman who proved his worth as a 
kicker with several conversions. 
 
The last two rounds of the Senior Rugby League competition have been a bit like ground-hog day, 
close loss after leading.  Not to mention, injured players and no training leading up to both 
games.  That said, there have been some terrific individual performances on the field.  Ably led by 
Captain Dravet with support from Tui and Kyle.  Most notably the Year 11's also starting to step up, 
notably: Trey, Anthony and Liam,who has played just about every position on the park. Although 
disappointed with the losses, there have been plenty of positives and it's a matter of doing it at 100% 
for 100% of the game.  It's game on next week as we likely face Lakemba in the semi-finals. Trainer 
of the year goes to Thomas Cockburn who even turned up in cyclonic conditions a week ago and was 
duly rewarded with his persistence with a try on full time last week. 
 
With the Junior Soccer boys needing at least a draw to remain in the top four, but wanting a win, 
they went out on the field with complete determination. From the whistle, they were fired up and took 
control of the game early. We saw phenomenal play across the whole park with everyone putting in 
their best efforts. We had the majority of the possession and their teamwork was entertaining for the 
supporters, with really impressive footwork and passing. We kept threatening the opposition’s defence 
and created numerous opportunities in the first half, but were very unlucky not to score. Unfortunately, 
Penshurst managed one shot on goal, which went in. Going into the second half down a goal, the 
boys were even more determined to make a comeback. Again, we maintained possession and 
produced even more chances to score. An excellent finish from Alex Trajanoski landed us the 
equaliser we needed. The boys still wanted the win and kept attacking the opposition for the 
remainder of the game, but sadly we weren’t able to score again, leaving us with the 1-all draw. A 
great effort by all players today- it was a fantastic team effort! We end the season in fourth position 
and face Cathedral next week in a must-win semi-final. 
 
In what was a crucial game which would affect our finals chances, the Intermediate Soccer boys 
stepped up valiantly but were unable to attain the much needed win to secure a spot in next weeks 
semi’s. The first half was one to forget, with an injury to Terry Lattuga and Penshurst scoring two 
goals. However, the second half brought a renewed effort and the boys clawed back to 2-2. It was a 
very strong performance and the boys can be proud of their season overall. Although we are out for 
finals, I have no doubt the boys will be better for the experience and will provide a strong presence 
next season. 
 
In the Senior Soccer game Revesby took on the minor premiers in Penshurst and played some 
enterprising football to take an early 1-0 lead thanks to a nice Ante Abramovic header. The lack of 



some key personnel, which has been a constant throughout the season, resulted in the boys not 
being able to hold out their opponents who managed score 10 minutes from time. An unlucky end to 
the game and a premature end to the season, considering the amount of talent available, but often 
players were missing in action. With the boys finishing outside the top four, finals are now a 2017 
dream. Special mention to Douglas Nabaki who played an outstanding game in the backs.  
 
On Wednesday 8th June, 10 of the very best netballers from Year 7 and 8 travelled to Liverpool to 
compete in the Netball NSW Schools Cup. The day consisted of a round robin competition. We came 
out firing in our first game of the day and secured a convincing win 17-0. Our second game was a 
very physical game and Leumeah made us really work hard for the win in a tight match 8-4. Our 
winning streak continued against Bonnyrigg 12-4, as well as Liverpool 26-0. The boys finished the day 
with a spectacular win 29-2 against Moorebank. The boys were outstanding in both their skill and 
sportsmanship. Some would not look out of place in a competitive Saturday netball team. The boys 
were overall winners on the day, which now qualifies them for the next round in August at Olympic 
Park. Special mention goes to Angus Lake for his fantastic shooting ability and Hayden Battistel for 
his defensive efforts. Thanks to Mrs Caretta for helping out as our team umpire and to the parents 
who came to support the boys. 
  
In other sports news, ‘Bring It On Sports’, one of the Colleges sports providers is holding an NFL 
Gridiron talk and skills session by Polynesian Hall of Fame Inductees Jesse Sapolu (San Francisco 
49ers, 4 time Superbowl winner) and Ma’a Tanuvasa (Denver Broncos, 2 time Superbowl winner) for 
8-14 year olds on Monday June 13, between 10.00am and 2.00pm at the David Phillips Sports 
Complex, Banks Ave, Daceyville. To register go to www.bringitonsports.com.au/events/pfbhof/ 
 
Mr. Vlad Kulish 
Sports Co-ordinator 
 
 

http://www.bringitonsports.com.au/events/pfbhof/

